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Note: Although an activity may refer to a companion video, the answers will be in
the reading associated with the video activity that you have in this workbook.
Please email us if you have any questions for clarification.

A Note from the Author
There have been several books published as well as exist several groups
dedicated to the pursuit of National Board Certification, and I did not intend
for this workbook to take the place of any of those. Instead, I thought about
what has helped the candidates I’ve worked with since the process was revised
since 2013.
The information in this workbook has been tried and found to be helpful; it is
the result of four years of work with hundreds of candidates in our cohort.
If you think of ideas that would make this workbook better, I’d love to hear
from you. And please, reach out to us on our FaceBook group or on our website
if you have questions— this group is run by NBCTs who are passionate about the
professional growth this process offers. (We’re nerds like that.)

Sincerely, Joetta
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Resources Available from My National Board:
The FastTrack™ Course (Components 1-4) for teachers who want a quick
understanding of each component

Five—the National Board Certification for Teachers Prep Course™
Renewal—a short overview for NBCTs who want to renew their certification
My National Board™ Workshops— on site workshops including FastTrack™,
Five™, Train-the-Trainer, and National Board Overview; we can personalize a
workshop to your needs
Binder preparation
NB Academic Coaching via phone, Skype, or in-person

Contact us at MyNationalBoard.com
Email us at mynationalboardforteachers@gmail.com
Find us on FaceBook @My National Board for Teachers

Statement of Candidate Responsibility:
It is important that you understand that the work you submit to the National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards must be your own work, and yours
alone. The NBPTS has no “cookie cutter” ideal of what makes a National Board
Certified Teacher, they do, however have criteria for teachers to meet that
indicate they are accomplished teachers. These criteria are clearly listed in the
level 4 rubric of each component.
My National Board is not affiliated with the NBPTS and we cannot guarantee that
you will achieve your certification as a result of using our resources. However, we
can guarantee that a thorough use of these resources will help you in your
teaching, and we can state that we have facilitated many candidates on a one-one
basis.
It is important to note that achieving National Board certification is a
developmental process—like walking or reading. You will have your personal
timeline for success, and if you don’t achieve as quickly as another candidate it
does not mean you aren’t as good a good teacher. It means your mind is creating
the synapses necessary for your own understanding and synthesis of the projects
involved in certification.
In addition to the the FastTrack™ course, My National Board for Teachers
provides workshops and one-one coaching for candidates. To find out more, go to
our website, MyNationalBoard.com.
I understand that the work I submit to the NBPTS must be my work and
mine alone, although collaboration with peers is fine and is also beneficial
professional development.
____________________________________________________________________________
Candidate signature

date
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How To Use This Resource:
Notice the icon in the top right corner:
Pages with the Journal icon have questions to get you thinking along
the right directions. Take some time to ponder these and write your
answers. Let the questions “simmer” throughout the chapter;
perhaps discuss them with a colleague.
The NB Binder icon stands for National Board binder. Prior to
beginning this work, please print out your resources from the
nbpts.org website for your correct certificate area. In general,
activities using the NB binder are designed to help you deconstruct
the instructions for each component.
Items for you to download and print include: General Portfolio
Instructions, and any Components you will be attempting this year.
If you would like us to print these and prepare a binder for you,
please email us at mynationalboardforteachers@gmail.com. The cost
for preparing an individual binder is $30, and includes shipping.
The video icon indicates that we have produced a video that is a
companion to this section, although the chapters can be used as a
stand-alone resource. You can find the teaching videos at our
Teachers Pay Teachers store (NBCT Nerds), or at our website,
MyNationalBoard.com.
There is a short quiz with each chapter so you can assess whether your
thinking is beginning to align with the intent of the resources in the
chapter.
You will see that there are blank pages inserted so you will have more
room for writing; add additional pages as necessary.
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Activity 1

Activity 1.1— Thinking About Your Content
Directions: Respond to the following prompt:
What are some new initiatives or changes in the teaching of your content
area?
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Activity 2
Activity 1.2— Understanding the Standards
Directions: Use the Standards you printed from NBPTS to complete the
following activity. You have probably read your Standards at least once.
This time you are reading them to prepare for your Component 1 Test.
Because your Standards are probably close to 100 pages long, you should
schedule an appropriate number of days to complete this activity.
Your content test will assess your understanding of these National Board
Standards. They are very clear about what “accomplished teachers” of your
content area know and do. Consider this quote from the Science Standards,
“Accomplished teachers realize that the need for safety in science extends to
all outside learning activities, including outdoor lessons, field trips, or
independent home projects…”
To apply this to a constructed response question on the assessment, for
example, include any safety precautions necessary to take students on a
field trip when writing the answer to a constructed response question that
includes planning to use a field trip or other outside the classroom
environment experience to meet an instructional goal. A careful
examination of the NB Standards — in conjunction with your experience in
your content area— will come through in an accomplished response to a
question on the assessment.
Part I. Go through all 90 or so pages of your standards and underline or
highlight every instance that says, “Accomplished teachers…”. These are
items that could occur in your constructed response questions about your
classroom practice. It would be impossible for you to memorize all these
instances, so don’t try. Pay attention to the examples that you hadn’t
thought of or that are new to you.
Part II. Go back through the Standards one more time. This time look for

buzz words or new ideas to research.
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Activity 3

Activity 1.3— Your Content Knowledge
Part I. In the video we discussed ideas for preparing for the assessment
center Component 1 by identifying your strengths and weaknesses.
1.

What would you say are your content area strengths?

2.

What content areas are your weakest?

3. Where can you get and practice the content information you need?
(Examples: Khan Academy, CK-12, online Praxis tests…)

Part II. Use the internet to find other teachers on chat boards or Facebook
pages, or other sites where teachers discuss ideas for increasing readiness
and content area knowledge. There is a lot of information online, so while
preparing for your Component 1, you may find it helpful to focus on
discussion threads or information that specifically relate to Component 1.
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Tip: You will probably have to research at least one or two topics to
do a really good job in your bid for National Board certification.
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Activity 1.4— Assessment Center Practice
Thinking and composing ideas quickly will help you with the timed test at the
assessment center. In your Component 1 information from NBPTS, you have
several practice questions. Find a quiet place where you can work without
distractions and complete the following activity.
Copy and paste one of the practice questions onto an open Word document and
set a timer for 30 minutes. Now compose and proofread your answer, stopping
only when your time is up.
Compare your answer with the Level 4 Rubric found in your Component 1
Instructions. It may be helpful to have another teacher in your content area
look at the instructions, prompt, and rubric, as well as your answer, to give you
feedback about the strengths and weaknesses in your work. This is a great
time for the informal professional development you will have in discussing
teaching with another teacher in your content area!
Complete this activity with each of the practice questions available to you.
Remember to discuss the answers with other teachers in your content area—
this will not be cheating because the questions will be different at the
assessment center; it is a chance to deepen your understanding and
perspective about your content.
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Activity 5

Activity 1.5— Quiz on Content Knowledge
1. Good methods for studying for the content knowledge assessment
would be:
a. Practicing with online content sites such as Khan Academy
b. Studying from course texts with the same content as mine
c. Studying the standards that will be assessed on this entry
d. Practicing with the prompts given in the NBPTS instructions
e. All of the above
2. The content knowledge that is preferred for National Board certification:
a. Is one grade level higher than the developmental level I will certify in
b. Is the knowledge a teacher can be expected to have after teaching the
content for more than three years
c. Includes knowledge of how to address student misconceptions
d. More than one of these is correct
e. None of the above
3. From the level 4 rubric, one key to receiving an exemplary score on
constructed response items is:
a. Mentioning formative assessment strategies in your response
b. Utilizing information from the textbook
c. Evidence that is clear, consistent, and convincing
d. Understanding student dispositions
e. All of the above
4. A link to the online assessment tutorial can be found at:
a. The Praxis website
b. The Assessment Center Testing page
c. The My National Board Facebook page
d. Any local community college site
e. All of the above
5. Candidates that score well on the Component 1 test:
a. Are teachers who have mastered the GRE
b. Are teachers who are well-versed in the pedagogy of their field
c. Are teachers who write about diagnostic assessment in their
constructed response items
d. Are teachers who test in the top 10% of all candidates
e. None of the above
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KEY to Activity 1.5— Quiz on Content Knowledge
1. Good methods for studying for the content knowledge assessment
would be:
a. Practicing with online content sites such as Khan Academy
b. Studying from course texts with the same content as mine
c. Studying the standards that will be assessed on this entry
d. Practicing with the prompts given in the NBPTS instructions
e. All of the above
2. The content knowledge that is preferred for National Board certification:
a. Is one grade level higher than the developmental level I will certify in
b. Is the knowledge a teacher can be expected to have after teaching the
content for more than three years
c. Includes knowledge of how to address student misconceptions
d. More than one of these is correct *B&C
e. None of the above
3. From the level 4 rubric, one key to receiving an exemplary score on
constructed response items is:
a. Mentioning formative assessment strategies in your response
b. Utilizing information from the textbook
c. Evidence that is clear, consistent, and convincing
d. Understanding student dispositions
e. All of the above
4. A link to the online assessment tutorial can be found at:
a. The Praxis website
b. The Assessment Center Testing page
c. The My National Board Facebook page
d. Any local community college site
e. All of the above
5. Candidates that score well on the Component 1 test:
a. Are teachers who have mastered the GRE
b. Are teachers who are well-versed in the pedagogy of their field
c. Are teachers who write about diagnostic assessment in their
constructed response items
d. Are teachers who test in the top 10% of all candidates
e. None of the above
For additional discussion of these questions and more
join our Facebook Group: My National Board for Teachers.
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